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Abstract

Research has shown that variable valve timing (VVT) can improve significantly the performance of internal combustion (IC) engines, including higher fuel efficiencies, lower emissions, and larger torque outputs at each point of the engine map. To achieve independent and continuous VVT for each valve, an electromechanical valve drive (EMV) system was proposed previously, whose feasibility with low seating velocity had been demonstrated. In order to further improve the practicality of the EMV system, especially for a much smaller system package, a novel rotary actuator with limited angular range is proposed in this paper. Four main design challenges are discussed before a limited-angle actuator with a special yoke structure and a hollow basket-shaped aluminium-based armature is presented. Based on Maxwell simulation with optimized physical dimensions, the actuator is capable of meeting the time, power, torque, and size constraints.

1 Introduction

Despite the simple design and low cost of the conventional crankshaft-synchronized cam driven valve actuator, it can offer optimized engine performance at only one point on the engine torque-speed operating map, commonly at the high load and high speed condition. On the other hand, VVT can offer optimal engine performance with significantly improved fuel economy, emissions and torque under any operating condition [1]-[7].

Based on the study of previous work of variable valve actuation (VVA), such as pure mechanical systems [6], [8], [12], an electro-hydraulic system [1], and electromechanical systems [4], [9]-[16], a novel EMV system using a shear force actuator was proposed several years ago [17]. Feasibility of the concept has been validated and performance enhancements have been achieved by previous work [18]-[20]. However, a much smaller actuator is needed to fit into the limited space over the engine head. A custom-designed limited-angle actuator turns out to be a promising solution to this challenge.

Section 2 reviews the background and motivation for the proposed EMV system as well as the custom-designed limited-angle actuator. Section 3 presents the conceptual design of the limited-angle actuator after discussing four main design challenges and comparing several possible topologies. Simulation results of the EMV system employing the new actuator are described in Section 4 and show promising performance. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Background and motivation

2.1 VVT and VVA

In conventional IC engines, the valves are actuated by cams that are located on a belt- or chain-driven camshaft. As a long developed valve drive, the system has a simple structure, low cost, and offers smooth valve motion. However, the valve timing of the traditional valvetrain is fixed with respect to the crankshaft angle because the position profile of the valve is determined purely by the shape of the cam. If instead the valve timing can be decoupled from the crankshaft angle and can be adjusted adaptively for different situations, then the engine performance can be optimized with respect to higher torque/power output at any point of the engine map, achieving a fuel economy improvement of 5~20%, a torque improvement of 5~13%, an emission reduction of 5~10% in HC, and 40~60% in NOx [1]-[7]. This flexibly controlled valve timing is called variable valve timing (VVT) and the corresponding valve drive system is called variable valve actuation (VVA).

The concept of electromechanical actuation has become feasible and attractive recently owing to its simple structure, continuous VVT control, and independent action for each valve and each cylinder. The Pischinger EMV system and close variants on that concept have become a popular research topic and has come closest to achieving commercial application [9]-[15]. As shown in Fig. 1, the Pischinger EMV system consists of two normal force actuators and a spring-valve system.

The springs are introduced into the system in order to provide the large force needed for valve acceleration and deceleration during each transition, and combined with the valve mass form an oscillatory system. The power requirements of the
actuator are thereby substantially reduced. However, it is difficult to achieve soft landing (i.e., low valve seating velocity at the end of transitions) with this system because the normal force actuators are unidirectional actuators with a nonuniform and nonlinear force constant versus valve position. Soft landing is very critical for its affect on acoustic noise and lifespan of the valves. This situation could be more severe in the presence of a high gas force, as will occur with an exhaust valve. Soft landing has been achieved for the Pischinger system by a complicated nonlinear control scheme under certain circumstances [14][15].

To solve the landing problem, a new type of electromechanical valve drive has been proposed [13]. This EMV system inherits the valve-spring system and its regenerative benefits from the Pischinger EMV system, while using a bi-directional shear force actuator with a uniform torque constant. As shown in Fig. 2, the motor shaft is connected to the valve-spring system via a nonlinear mechanical transformer (NMT). The NMT is implemented by a slotted cam and a roller follower in the slot which are connected to the motor shaft and the valve stem respectively. When the motor swings back and forth within the angle range limited by the cam slot design, the roller follower moves back and forth within the slotted cam, allowing the valve to move up and down between fully open and fully closed positions. In order to achieve soft landing at the end of transitions, a low torque requirement during transitions, and zero power consumption between transitions, the mechanical transformer was designed with an intentionally nonlinear characteristic, as discussed previously [17]-[22]. This EMV system is referred to hereafter as the NMT EMV system.

2.2 The NMT EMV system with commercial motors

In order to validate the feasibility of the proposed EMV system, an experimental apparatus was built and integrated into a computer-controlled experimental test stand. As shown in Fig. 3, the test stand consists of a computer-controlled digital signal processor (DSP) board (the DS1104 from dSPACE, Novi, MI), a motor drive, a shear-force motor with an optical shaft angle encoder, a valve-spring assembly, and a disk cam and roller follower to implement the NMT. More details on the experimental design can be found in [17]-[22].

Two commercial motors, shown in Fig. 4, have been tested in the NMT EMV system. A permanent magnet dc motor (the 4N63-100 from Pacific Scientific, Rockford, IL), was picked for our first prototype because it has a very high torque-to-rotor inertia ratio while meeting other requirements such as power consumption, torque capacity, and appropriate speed rating. However, this motor is too large to fit into the limited space over the engine head, especially if we want to pursue independent control for each valve and cylinder to maximize the benefits.

Therefore a brushless dc motor (Portescap B1118-050A), which has an even lower inertia (about one third that of the old brush dc motor) and a much smaller size (about one seventh that of the old dc brush motor), was picked for our second experiment. This brushless motor is satisfactory in term of size, but its low efficiency is a fatal flaw. As shown in Table I, the power consumption with the brushless motor jumps to 138 W, while with the brush motor only 49 W is required. Within the power consumption of 138 W, 118 W is the winding loss, the cause of the extremely low efficiency. Since we are already using a carefully selected control strategy to minimize the torque requirement and winding loss, there is little room for improvement using this motor. This
suggested that a conventional motor design is probably not the best choice for this application and motivated the custom design of an actuator, taking advantage of the application’s special requirement of a limited angular rotation. The goal of the customized actuator is to meet all the requirements of engine valve actuation, including small physical dimensions, low power consumption, and fast valve actuation.
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Therefore, the only controllable variable left is the inertia of the rotor. We chose the low inertia of the brush dc motor ----

very hard to reduce cam inertia as discussed in [21]-[22].

reduce the mass of the valve, either. We have already tried increasing would require many changes to our proposed valve actuation system. There is not much that can be done to increase as well as other design techniques. We refer to such actuators as limited-angle actuators. We first discuss the challenges and objectives of this custom actuator design. Several possible topologies of a limited-angle actuator for valve actuation will then be proposed before the nominal actuator design is chosen. Considerations of armature design and optimization of design parameters will then be presented.

3.1 Design Challenges

There are at least four big challenges that we need to face in order to design a satisfactory actuator.

First of all, the inertia of the rotor needs to be extremely low. As discussed in [17]-[22], the transition time is mainly determined by the stiffness of the springs, the mass of the valve and the inertia of the rotor and the disk cam. The springs used in our system have a fairly high stiffness. A large increase would require many changes to our proposed valve actuation system. There is not much that can be done to reduce the mass of the valve, either. We have already tried very hard to reduce cam inertia as discussed in [21]-[22].

Therefore, the only controllable variable left is the inertia of the rotor. We chose the low inertia of the brush dc motor ---- 3.5·10⁻⁶ kg m²/s as our design’s upper limit.

Secondly, the requisite torque output must be high enough to overcome the friction and gas forces during transitions. Preferably, an even higher torque is desired, for faster transition and more robust response. From previous experience, we set 0.3 N·m as the lower end of the rated torque output of the actuator.

Third is high efficiency, implying low ohmic winding and low frictional losses, is another very important requirement of this design. If the ohmic loss or frictional loss is too high, not only will the temperature of the armature reach an undesirable level, requiring higher temperature insulation material and a higher performance cooling system, but also will the resulting high power consumption detract from the benefits of our EMV system. From previous work, the frictional loss in the system seems to be well controlled with the optimized cam discussed in [21]-[22]. Therefore, our focus in this study was how to minimize the ohmic loss of the winding. Our total power goal in this respect is no more than 100 W/valve/transition, i.e., 1.6 kW for a 4-cylinder 16-valve engine, at 6000 rpm engine speed.

Fourthly, to fit the EMV system into the limited space over the engine head and to realize independent valve actuation, i.e., one actuator for each valve, we need to make the actuator small. The dc brushless motor has a feasible size that fulfils this requirement, so its size will be used as our benchmark. Special attention will be paid to meet the dimensional constraints coming from valve pitch, which is about 37.5 mm in a common 4-cylinder 16-valve IC engine. This means the width of the actuator is constrained to no more than 37.5 mm, which will allow two actuators side by side to drive two valves independently.

Needless to say, there are some other inevitable requirements for the actuator design such as low cost, robustness, being easy to maintain or maintenance free, and so on. But this paper will focus on how to meet the four challenges described above and summarized in Table II below.

### Table I: Performance comparison with brush and brushless dc motor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exp. Setup</th>
<th>Power Consumption (W)</th>
<th>Peak Torque (N·m)</th>
<th>Transition Time (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Excellent performance w/ brush dc motor</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High loss w/ brushless dc motor</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>118</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table II: Design objectives of the actuator

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>Power (W)</th>
<th>Torque (N·m)</th>
<th>Size (mm<em>mm</em>mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I&lt;sub&gt;ε&lt;/sub&gt; &lt;= 3.5·10⁻⁴</td>
<td>&lt;=100</td>
<td>&lt;=0.3</td>
<td>&lt;=70560 (28<em>28</em>90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Side dimension</td>
<td>&lt;=37.5 mm</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Nominal Topology

From our study, there are 5 possible topologies that we have taken into consideration, as shown in Figs. 5-9 [21]. In all topologies, the armature is the only moving element (shown in green), which helps to minimize rotor inertia.

Fig. 5 shows a cross section of the first topology. There are two permanent magnets placed 180° apart with opposite poles facing each other. The dotted contours shows the flux paths. Fig. 6 presents a cross section of the second topology, which looks just like half of a regular motor. The two permanent magnets are placed such that they are separated by 90°. Note that the angle between the permanent magnets, defined as σ, can be different from 90°, which will affect the feasible width of the permanent magnets and the winding and hence the rotational angle and torque constant of the actuator. Fig. 7 shows a cross section of the third topology, in which the two permanent magnets are placed parallel to each other with opposite magnetic poles facing each other. Unlike the first
two topologies, the two permanent magnets and two active portions of the winding used here are different in size in order to maintain the same angular dimension at different radii.

Fig. 5. Topology I of a limited-angle actuator.

Fig. 6. Topology II of a limited-angle actuator.

Fig. 7. Topology III of a limited-angle actuator.

Figs. 5-7 are actuators which have radial flux fields. Fig. 8 presents a fourth topology with an axial flux field, i.e., a variation of the conventional disk motor.

The fifth topology, a combination of axial flux field and radial flux field is presented in Fig. 9, which is actually a combination of designs shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 8.

All five topologies discussed above have been modelled and simulated in Maxwell® for torque constant estimation. The initial designs are based on size constraints and a single-turn winding design. The differences in size and torque generation of each topology are summarized in Table III, from which it is quite obvious that Topology I has the highest torque output while meeting the size constraints. Another advantage of this design is that its slim width will help meet the valve pitch requirement when two actuators are placed side by side for two valves. Therefore we chose topology I as our nominal topology for further study.

Table III: Comparison of different topologies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topology</th>
<th>Actuator Size (mm<em>mm</em>mm)</th>
<th>Torque Constant (N-m/100 A)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>60<em>36</em>28</td>
<td>0.143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>60<em>35</em>18</td>
<td>0.130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>60<em>34</em>30</td>
<td>0.118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>54<em>38</em>50</td>
<td>0.098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>60<em>46</em>24</td>
<td>0.113</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Armature Design Considerations

As discussed before, the only moving element in this actuator is the one-phase hollow winding, which is centered on, and rotates relative to, the axis of the actuator. This design minimizes the rotor inertia.

Fig. 10 shows an isometric view of the conceptual armature design. The red cylinder is the actuator shaft. It is attached to the conductor/polymer structure of the armature in green while passing through the end turns --- one end will be connected to the optical encoder and the other will be connected to the disk cam. The detail of the attachment will be defined when discussing how to build the actuator in a companion paper.
Fig. 10. Conceptual design of the moving armature.

Fig. 11 shows a close-up isometric view of a portion of the armature. The portion shown is presented as if cut from the effective portion of the armature which passes axially through the arc-shaped gap in the iron/permanent magnet structure. The armature is constructed of an array of conductors with rectangular cross section. These conductors are bonded together by a polymer, which forms the structural element of the armature. The green portion of the figure represents the polymer, which provides mechanical support for the winding. The rectangular cross section of the wire allows a higher packing factor than round wire, while the polymer allows a low mass density structure.

As for the material choice of the winding conductor, aluminium is preferable to copper due to the special requirements of extra low inertia for fast transitions and low resistance for acceptable winding loss. As developed in detail in [21], for the aluminium conductor we choose ASM grade 1350 with a conductivity 0.61 times and a mass density 0.31 times those of copper, respectively. When the total weight of a conductor is constrained to a given value to limit the inertia of the moving winding, the electrical resistance achieved with an aluminium conductor is about half of that achievable with copper.

### 3.3 Optimal Geometric Dimensions

After choosing the nominal topology of our limited-angle actuator and the armature structure, we need to optimize the physical dimensions in terms of torque output, rotor inertia, and physical size. These dimensional parameters are shown in Fig. 12 and the final design choices are listed in Table IV.

A search program in Matlab® based on the first-order principles of a magnetic circuit was used to find the best combination of the first ten dimensions shown in Table IV. Maxwell® is used to determine a proper value for the thickness of the vertical air gap, $\delta_v$, which offers a low enough winding inductance without affecting torque output. We chose $\delta_v = 1\,\text{mm}$ for our final design.

#### Table IV: Final design parameters of the limited-angle actuator.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension Description</th>
<th>Math Symbol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thickness of the circumferential air gap</td>
<td>$\delta \approx 0.2,\text{mm}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness of the permanent magnets</td>
<td>$h_m = 4.5,\text{mm}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angular range of the permanent magnets</td>
<td>$\theta_m = 90^\circ$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness of the armature</td>
<td>$h_a = 1.5,\text{mm}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angular range of the armature</td>
<td>$\theta_a = 45^\circ$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness of the iron yoke</td>
<td>$h_y = 4,\text{mm}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Side width of the iron yoke</td>
<td>$w = 28,\text{mm}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angular range of the iron yoke</td>
<td>$\theta_y = 101^\circ$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of the permanent magnets</td>
<td>$l = 60,\text{mm}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diameter of the shaft</td>
<td>$d = 8.4,\text{mm}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness of the vertical air gap</td>
<td>$\delta_v = 1,\text{mm}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4 Expected Performance

The EMV system simulation with the custom designed actuator predicts a transition of 2.8 ms, a power consumption of 56 W (ohmic loss 34 W and frictional loss 22 W, much lower than our upper bound ---- 100 W). This is huge improvement over the 138 W power consumption of the second brushless motor (ohmic loss 118 W and frictional loss 20 W). Fig. 13 shows a SolidWorks® design, demonstrating the possibility of packaging this actuator in a 4-cylinder 16-valve IC engine.

A summarized comparison between the two commercial motors and the limited-angle actuator is shown in Table V. All the normalized numbers are based on the brushless motor. Note that the inertia of the limited-angle actuator shown in Table V is the inertia of only the winding at this point,
5 Conclusions

This paper addresses a custom-designed limited-angle actuator, which fits in an electromechanical valve drive to provide VVT in IC engines within a package small enough to fit in the limited space over the engine head, with a transition time fast enough to accommodate faster engine speed, and a low power consumption. The customized limited-angle actuator enabled the projection of independent valve actuation for a 4-cylinder 16-valve IC engine with reasonable power consumption and high engine speed.
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